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I. THE PURPOSE: TO REVEAL AND TO CONCEAL vv.10-17 

The Disciples were puzzled by the fact that the parables were U___________. 

 

In the ancient world a mystery was a S__________ S__________ known only to members. 

An influential Greek philosophical system of New Testament times was called G_____________. 

Egyptian myth: 

➢ Osiris represented all G________ & was attacked by  

➢ Seth, who represented all E________.  

➢ Isis represented the redemptive & triumphal power of L________.  

 

In Scripture secrets/mysteries refers to the R___________ of something previously hidden & unknown.  

The Kingdom of God emphasizes the K_________. 

The Kingdom of Heaven emphasizes the S___________. 

❖ Only hints are given about His P______________ earthly kingdom… 

❖ This is the kingdom that exists spiritually in the H__________ of His people. 

Rejection by the followers of Absalom did not make David any less the rightful king 

The usurper Satan temporarily is the S____________ ruler of this world (Jn.12.31). 

The kingdom of heaven has two important but distinct aspects:  

First is the U____________ kingdom. 

Second aspect of God’s kingdom is called M______________.  

 “on earth” refers to the P____________ kingdom. 

Satan like Absalom is a usurper, & his rule is both I_______________ & D__________ to end. 

God raised up prophets, priests, & kings… to give special L____________ on His behalf. 

From Pentecost until Christ returns, C___________ are God’s M_____________ rulers on earth. 

Throughout its history the mediatorial kingdom has attracted B_____ T______ & F_______ C_______. 
 

The true sons of the kingdom and the sons of the evil one are often not distinguishable 
 

Careful study of Scripture shows that only those who belong to Him by S__________ faith, can be 

infallibly distinguished from false ones only by G_______ Himself.  

The true sons of the kingdom & the sons of the evil one are often not D________________ (13.38).  

The people represented by unfruitful branches were closely, but S____________, identified with Christ.  

Unproductive “branches” are N_______ a part of Christ. They only appear to be from man’s imperfect 

view. 

Scripture uses terms such as Israel, God’s people, & disciples that include N______ & R____ believers. 

 God’s universal kingdom over heaven & earth has no C_______________.  

 To be in His mediatorial kingdom requires I______________ identity with Him.  

The Kingdom & the Church are identical 
 

“The one who has” is the T______ citizen of the kingdom who have received the King.  
 

To this day, no people on earth are more religiously D____________ than Jews.  

The Jews were sent His only Son—but they would not have Him R_______ over them (Lk.19.14). 
 

Everything in the Jewish religion lost its true meaning 



 

All men are either progressing or regressing S_______________.  

No person remains static in his relationship to God 

 

(1) TO C___________ vv.13–15 

Is.6.9–10 perfectly describe the U______________ Jews of Jesus’ day.  

Jesus’ parables were a similar form of judgment on U______________.  

The gift of languages in the early Church was still another form of J_____________ on unbelievers.  
 

(2) TO R___________   vv.16–17 
 

When men choose to believe God’s Word & trust in His grace, He gives them S____________ & more 

& more T_________ by which to walk & to worship.  

The scribes and Pharisees were highly educated yet blinded to the truth because of their U__________.  

Part of the Lord’s ministry was to give understanding of H____ W_______ to those who trusted in Him.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

 Even for believers there must be divine I______________.  

 That is promised to every Christian who  

✓ S_____________ God’s Word &  

✓ R___________ on the Holy Spirit within him (I Co.2.9–16; I Jn.2.20, 27).  

As Christians, we not only have God’s completed revelation in Scripture: 

 

 


